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Legal Status and Governance

Music Venue Properties (MVP)is a Community Benefit Society registered with the FCA on 5th July

2021 (registered number 8635). The society has charitable objects and has applied for recognition of

its charitable status from HMRC. The registered office address is 5 Church Street, Wimbourne, BH21

1JH.

It was created under the auspices of the Music Venues Trust (MVT), a charitable incorporated

organisation registered in England and Wales as the membership body providing services to and

lobbying on behalf of the 900+ grassroots music venues who form its members.

MVP has three Founder Members, who are the Music Venues Trust as a body corporate, and the

Chair and CEO of MVT. The Founding Board appointed by those members is:

Bonita McKinney

Music Industry Professional, specialising in event promotion, digital music distribution and event

ticketing with 10+ years’ experience. Co-chair of the Music Venue Trust board of trustees.

Hugh Rolo OBE

Founding Partner of the Community Shares Unit, Hugh, a former investment banker, has over 20

years’ experience as an active social investor through Key Fund, Social Investment Business and the

Community Shares Booster programme. He was awarded an OBE in 2021 for investment services.

Gabriella Smith

As a Chartered and Accredited Historic Building Surveyor, Gabriella has worked in the historic

building industry for over 20 years, both in the public sector for the Government’s Statutory advisor

and in the private sector.

James Wright

Former live music promoter, booking agent and tour manager now working as a built heritage

consultant specialising in planning applications for historic buildings.

Natasha Dos Passos

Finance professional with over 20 years of experience in financial management and transformation,

notably at Universal Music as the Financial Controller of EMI Records. Now specialising in

Sustainability, Governance, and Risk advisory for the SME sector. Natasha has a passion for

sustainability and community, together with her finance and governance skills support her to

champion grassroots projects. She is currently serving as a trustee at the London Gardens Trust to

conserve and protect London’s green spaces, and previously held the role of Non-Executive Director

at Orpheus Sinfonia, a charity supporting musicians in the early stages of their classical music career.

Rhoda Dakar

Singer, songwriter, recording artist and music teacher (post-16), turned professional in 1980. Rhoda is

the middle of three generations of songwriters/recording artists. Her father started out in small clubs

in France when he lived there before WW2. When he had to come and live in the UK, with war



looming, he started to host club nights. Eventually he had his own club in London’s West End during

and for a while after the war. It was tiny but had a huge cultural impact and was frequented by the

great and the good of the era, including Robert Kee and Lucien Freud.

Jeremy Mills

Chair of MVP. A legal Professional with over thirty years of experience advising individuals,

businesses and charities.

Peter Cornforth

Real estate investment professional, specialising in urban asset management, and Chartered

Surveyor, with over 30 years of experience in the sector, the last 10 in private equity investment and

development. He has represented the real estate industry as an expert contributor to the Mayor of

London’s Night-time Economy Commission and sits on the Advisory Board at Sound Diplomacy.

Non-exec roles include the new Goods Way venue at Kings Cross and The Rattle community of

start-up inventors, artists, hackers and nerds looking to change the system. And, against many

friends’ better judgement, Peter has had an independent record label, recording studio and put on

club nights around London.

Phyllis Belezos

25+ years’ experience in the music industry working as a Music Booking Agent representing artists’

live careers worldwide. Director/Owner of recently launched company which is a Booking Agency

and Consultancy. Co-chair of the Music Venue Trust board of trustees.

Music Venues Trust and Parent Control

As the body which has formed the society and developed its plans, Music Venue Trust is the ‘parent’

of the society. It controls sufficient votes in the society to be able to either pass or block any

resolution it wishes, except certain legally-mandated resolutions to do things like amalgamate with

another society.

MVT appoints up to one-third of the Directors, and up to two-thirds of the Directors are elected by

and from the members who invest in the society, and who also cast a minority of votes at the AGM

on all resolutions (apart from the legally-mandated resolutions, where all members have one vote of

equal weight). There is also provision for the Board to co-opt 2 Directors to bring additional expertise

we feel we need to make our discussions and decisions better informed.

All of the Directors will resign at the first AGM of the society, due to be held sometime in the months

leading up to 30th September 2022 in order that a new board can be elected with the confidence

and legitimacy of being democratically elected by all our members. Existing Directors can stand for

re-election, as can any member who can be nominated.

We hope that in addition to assisting setting our strategy that they provide more practical impact

through supporting the venues who lease our venues and also using their engagement in supporting

live music by providing market providing intelligence on suitable venues for acquisition.



Our Mission

The society has been formed to make a long-term decisive intervention to secure the future of the

UK’s grassroots music venues, by placing an ever-increasing number of them into the hands of a

steward owner who will value the venues as spaces for music first, and as parts of a property

portfolio second.

This will enable us to take long-term decisions for the good of the sector, including - topically -

allowing our tenants to take rent holidays when they are closed for public health reasons - or enable

venues to look at installing better air-conditioning and recycling facilities which require long-term

alignment of owners with the time-horizons of funders and operators.

We will fund this expansion by a variety of means, from securing low-cost asset transfers from public

bodies where possible, use of commercial mortgages and bond-type finance and future share issues.

Why we are needed

Music Venue Properties is an initiative by Music Venue Trust to protect, secure and improve GMVs,

not just in the short term, but by tackling the underlying cause of their challenges. The UK has the

potential to have the best grassroots circuit in the world, supporting new talent, investing in artists,

investing in carbon neutral buildings, creating safe spaces, improving facilities like ventilation.

To achieve that, we need to make a fundamental change to the ownership of these buildings. During

the Covid crisis we fought to #SaveOurVenues. Now we need to solve these problems permanently.

We need to #OwnOurVenues.

The biggest threat facing music venues today is not the pandemic, or lockdowns, but ownership.

Venues are under threat because the people who own the buildings in which music is played and

enjoyed are committed more to profitability than supporting the sector. Unfair rent rises can make

previously viable venues suddenly unsustainable, whilst venues in property hotspots fund

themselves turfed out to make way for a conversion to flats. Short leases hamper those venues

which want to raise funds to improve facilities and make the possibility of government support less

likely compared to other creative arts. We have been created to provide an answer that puts the

ownership of music venues in the hands of people who love live music as much as the people who

watch it do.

Grassroots Music Venues (GMVs) are where we come together to sing, dance, celebrate, cry and feel

a part of something bigger. These rooms create unique moments of magic, transforming everyday

acts into nights where ‘you just had to be there’. They are spaces that turn the ordinary extraordinary

and capture moments that become folklore. Grassroots Music Venues matter to all of us, and the

peril they face is something the whole of the music community needs to come together to protect.

Grassroots Music Venues are the starting gun of culture: they propel it forwards with the frenetic

energy that courses through the soul of our live music community. They are run by mavericks for the

love of live music; all slightly different and unique, but all working towards the singular goal of



putting on cutting edge new music. They are the Research and Development labs of the £5.8 billion

per annum UK Music Industry - a world leader in music and culture.

Despite this, 35% of these venues have closed in the last 20 years - a testament to the failure to truly

appreciate their value. And then came the pandemic.

At the onset of the Covid-19 crisis, it was estimated that 83% of GMVs in the UK - 770 venues - faced

permanent closure during the crisis. As a result of the work of Music Venue Trust less than 1% of

venues permanently closed. However, the sector acquired over £90 million of new debt during the

crisis, over 67% of it related to lease obligations. This ongoing fragile state is built on one single fact

that underlies so many of the problems these venues face: 93% of Grassroots Music Venues are

tenants, and on average, these operators have 18 months left on their tenancies.

The Covid-19 crisis did not create the challenge of ownership, it magnified it. If we want a genuinely

protected and secure network of these venues to continue to fill our communities with music there

is a solution: They need to be owned by the live music community.



Our Plans

This is our pilot project to establish that this type of ownership can provide real long term benefits to

artists, audiences and local communities, investing in grassroots music venues so they achieve their

full potential. We have identified an initial group of venue operators with strong management

structures that already reflect their communities, they just need the ability to do more.

The share issue we are undertaking is to raise the initial finance to prove the concept behind the

society - that music venues are better owned by stewards than speculators.

In time we will deploy a variety of financial instruments to raise the capital we need, as well as

benefiting from asset transfers and other below-market value acquisitions. Before this we need to

demonstrate ‘proof of concept’; that this is possible, and we are looking to the community of music

lovers to show the faith in our mission to help kickstart us. We have bold plans to operate as

something akin to a ‘National Trust for Music Venues’ but like the National Trust, long before it

became a fixture, it was a punchy upstart putting the idea forward that the people who had hitherto

owned beautiful and important buildings were not necessarily the best placed to steward them.

This share issue opportunity is about creating the circumstances where great venue operators have

the security and confidence they need to create great venues. We are creating a benevolent landlord

and operator relationship that doesn’t just solve a short term noise or development issue; it will

provide security for decades so that we can release meaningful investment into these properties and

support incredible programming.

We’ve got a really simple formula for rents. We’re not going to penalise venues for changes to the

area in which they happen to be based, and our rents will be based on a straight-forward 6% of the

sum we’ve spent buying their building.

The Pilot Venues

We have chosen 9 venues to start the journey, selected after detailed discussions with the MVT

regional coordinators who are the link point with the 900+ members of the Music Venues Alliance.

Those coordinators contacted venue operators to make them aware of the plans and based on the

responses, compiled an initial list of 40 venues.

We explored financial viability within our model of the Rent to Value ratio, which left all those with a

Rent To Value of over our 6% target - the operators of the pilot venues pay an average of 7.62% at

present, prior to any rent reviews, whilst MVT data shows the average GMV spends a staggering

12.9% of their annual turnover on rent

We then approached the operators who wanted to be part of the programme, and found out where

the landlord wanted to sell the venue and the purchase arrangements would be uncomplicated. We

have had initial discussions with venue owners and established mutual understanding around

valuations, and venue owners are happy for us to cite their venues in this share offer and await us

going back to them with proofs of funds and which point we would hope and expect to move quickly

to acquisition, but nothing is secured in writing as yet.



These GMVs are a vital part of our cultural and community heritage - they don’t just put on gigs!

They are community hubs, essential to the night-time economy, vital incubators of and investors in

talent, they support education and employment all whilst showcasing a range of artforms. These are

venues at the heart of their communities and we know what investment can do for the creative

sector, employment and regeneration, and so we wanted venues which worked alongside local

education providers, and support local and emerging talent, but are also part of the national touring

circuit.

Finally, these venues are located in high deprivation areas where the direct community ownership

model in which the venue operator also owns the venue is unlikely to be successful because the

socio-economic profile of these areas means the communities would struggle to raise the money

themselves.

Le Public Space, Newport

Le Public Space was born from the ashes of Le Pub. Established in 1992 as a grassroots music venue,

Le Pub served the music community of Newport for 25 years, hosting bands including Skindred and

Kids In Glass Houses. In 2017 LPS became a Community Benefit Society and used funds raised

through a Community Share Offer to move to a larger property and set up a 120-capacity live room, a

recording studio and vegan kitchen. The new premises are fully accessible (receiving a silver award

from Attitude Is Everything) and are able to host workshops, classes and instrument tuition.

“The move and making our venue as amazing as it is has taken a lot of time, energy and money. The

Music Venue Properties ownership scheme would give us the reassurance we need to continue

improving what we do. Knowing the venue is owned and supported by people who understand what

we do would mean the world to us and our community.”

The Palladium, Bideford

The Palladium is a 150-capacity venue in Bideford, and the only Grassroots Music Venue in the North

Devon area. The venue has been hosting music events for 25 years, with the current team taking the

reins in 2017. After a series of improvements, the venue is now attracting more established touring

artists from all over the world, and creating a new generation of music fans in North Devon. The

Palladium also supports local musicians through jam nights, a practice room and a dedicated Sunday

session for up and coming artists.

"Currently our rental arrangement with our landlord is on a rolling month to month contract. Having

the security of a lease with a landlord who wants to support us in bringing live music to North Devon

will make a huge difference.”

The Hairy Dog, Derby

The Hairy Dog has been established for 9 years, expanding into a second building during this time to

create a 500 capacity live room with a great stage, sound and lights. Even when there’s no show on,

the bar and the outdoor seating area remain open to the community seven nights a week. Firmly



established on the UK touring map, the programme is diverse, hosting artists from Grandmaster

Flash to Slaves, from Darts To Cockney Rejects.

“At the moment we have two different landlords who don’t have an understanding of our central

purpose. To have one landlord that not only understands the business, but is dedicated to keeping the

Hairy Dog as a live music venue would be a massive asset.”

Sunbird Records, Darwen

In 2016, Sunbird Records opened a DIY live music venue in the heart of Darwen. This creative hub is

nestled in the rolling hills of Lancashire, near Manchester. The label and its home have been built and

shaped by a growing neo-tribe of like-minded individuals, with a collective drive to launch new

alternative music and culture, into the industry. Originally a decommissioned bank, the venue

features a basement bank vault that has been transformed into a cutting-edge recording studio.

Sunbird Records is a space to craft and showcase pioneering musicianship and diversity.

“Having MVP as a landlord would also help us grow massively, our current landlord has no interest in

anything to do with the venue apart from collecting the rent with no help being offered over the

COVID restriction period either. Having MVP behind us as a landlord will allow us to explore new

avenues of the business and also use their wealth of knowledge to help grow not only the venue but

the cultural community as a whole”.

The Polar Bear, Hull

The Polar Bear has been a purveyor of alcoholic drinks since 1840, but Its reputation as a live music

venue began in the late sixties (David Bowie is reputed to have performed an impromptu mime act

there for local drinkers!) and it has been fundamental to Hull's live music scene ever since. In 2020

the operating company that ran The Polar Bear went into administration, but the team that had run

the venue created a Community Interest Company with the sole purpose of running the venue in a

sustainable and ethical manner. After raising £39,000 from the local Hull community and the

KeyFund, they opened the doors on August 24th.

“We are absolutely delighted that MVP have selected The Bear as part of their campaign to buy and

protect at-risk venues from around the country. The prospect of having a landlord that is committed

to keeping live music venues alive is hugely appealing. We strive to run a business that supports live

music and the local community whilst contributing as much as possible to the local economy; with the

MVT as our landlord we are confident that we can achieve this. Together."

The Glad Cafe, Glasgow

The Glad Cafe is a social enterprise operating as a not-for-profit music venue, with a licensed cafe

based on the south side of Glasgow. Established in August 2012 as a much needed vibrant, inclusive

and energetic creative hub for the southside and warmly embraced by the local community, it soon

spawned a number of creative ventures initiated by its customers and staff – a Glad Community

Choir, a Writers’ Group, literary zine, language conversation groups, music festivals, and philosophy

group amongst others.



“It would be a game changer for The Glad Cafe to have MVP as a supportive landlord who

understands the challenges of running a music venue in a residential community.”

The Bunkhouse, Swansea

The Bunkhouse is an award winning music venue opened in 2018 by a team who collectively have

over three decades of music industry experience. Quickly becoming a staple of the South Wales

music scene, the 250 capacity venue constantly punches above its weight hosting over 300 gigs a

year. Alongside this programme of events, The Bunkhouse also offers rehearsal space, tutoring, 1-2-1

advice with aspiring bands and promoters and a smaller second stage ideal for acoustic gigs, poetry,

comedy and DJs.

“This will help guarantee The Bunkhouse can be used to its full potential as a GMV for generations to

come. Our current landlord is keen to work with MVP and wants to secure the future of the business,

but has also been open that if it doesn't happen then it would need to be sold to a property

developer. Swansea can’t afford to lose another grassroots music venue!”

The Snug, Atherton

The Snug is an 80-capacity grassroots music venue/coffee shop developed on the site of an old

bakery in Atherton, Greater Manchester. Established in 2015 with the ethos of creating a safe and

welcoming community hub that has music in its very DNA. Since The Snug is the only GMV in the

area, giving new and emerging artists opportunities to hone their crafts so they can progress is at the

heart of what the venue does. In championing new original music, The Snug attracts audiences of all

ages from all over the Northwest and beyond to our little deprived satellite town in Manchester,

providing much-needed cultural events and employment in the creative arts.

"Having MVP as our landlord will give us the long-term security, we need to continue our vital work.

The current landlord wishes to sell the site which risks it being purchased by people with no interest in

the arts and developing the site for residential properties. To have a landlord and partner we know

has our interests at heart will mean we can push our limits further and explore new ways of bringing

much-needed culture to our town"

The Ferret, Preston

Housed in a centuries-old mill building, The Ferret has been a 200-capacity live music venue since

2006 when it first opened as The Mad Ferret. Since then, The Ferret (as it became known in 2014)

has played host to thousands of live musicians, with hundreds performing every year - past visitors

include IDLES, Ed Sheeran, Catfish & The Bottlemen, Buzzcocks & A Certain Ratio. Surviving when

other Preston venues have fallen by the wayside, The Ferret has recently seen investment in a new

stage and sound system - attracting some of the most exciting names in touring live music including

Bob Vylan, Billy Nomates & The Orielles in the last 12 months. As well as the big names, The Ferret is

the regular haunt of the local music community - with new bands & artists learning their craft on its

stage, at open mic nights - both acoustic and MC-led, at open decks events for budding DJs, and as

support acts for touring artists. Students from the neighbouring University of Central Lancashire run

regular live music sessions and have the opportunity to shadow The Ferret’s sound engineering

team, learning on the job. Local promoters are given chance to host their own events, and previous



members of The Ferret team have gone on to work nationally & internationally on live music

promotion and production.

“The Ferret’s commitment to alternative culture in the City of Preston is unparalleled. We see it as our

duty to champion new music, and to bring to Preston the kinds of artists that would rarely, if ever, be

seen around these parts. Having the support of MVP as our landlord would give us the security and

confidence to invest even more in grassroots music and create something truly special in our city.”



Operational Structure

Over the past eight years Music Venue Trust has built up a network of team of experts in the form of

employees and consultants. The organisation is well known and well connected to highly skilled

individuals in many different fields. In the first instance MVP will subcontract the relevant personnel

and skills needed through MVT. Over time MVP will build its own team, calling upon connections

from both MVT and its directors in the recruitment phase.

Leadership - Mark Davyd (MVT CEO and Founder, co-opted to MVP)

Acquisitions - MVT has extensive knowledge of the GMV network and its operators

Managing / building the portfolio - Peter Cornforth (Board member)

Financial Management - Natasha dos Passos (Board member)

Valuations - MJD Hughes

Building Management - James Wright / Gabriella Smith (Board member)

Legal/Compliance - Jeremy Mills (Board member)

Planning - James Wright

Fundraising - Lucy Stone (co-opted from MVT)

Press / PR - Velocity Media/ Republic / Toni Coe-Brooker (co-opted from MVT)

Project Management - Matthew Otridge (co-opted from MVT)

In the pilot phase the skills and time provided by the individuals co-opted from MVT will be financed

and underwritten in full by MVT. The MVP board will meet regularly, and will be able to monitor

progress made.

Once proof of concept has been established and the society moves into the next phase of fundraising

and acquisitions, MVT and MVP will re-examine the existing relationship alongside the society rules.

Once proof of concept is established, the MVP will consider whether they would seek to establish a

management contract between MVT and MVP, or go in a different direction and employ their own

set of staff.



The Share Offer Campaign

The UK has millions of music fans, and thousands of people who work in it, from record company

interns through to multi-millionaire global artists. We know that over 80,000 people were connected

enough to venues they care about to donate to them during the pandemic, as part of a collective

campaign to support venues during the pandemic lockdown, and as we are using the same

Crowdfunder system we used to raise those donations, we’re confident a big number of them will be

motivated to take action. We’ve also priced the share issue carefully to enable people under 25 to be

able to invest by lowering the minimum investment needed by them.

Our plan to engage with these people has already begun. We have trailed the launch of the share

issues in a variety of industry fora and received a very warm response, and begun discussing

investments and donations from a variety of private and public bodies.

We plan to launch the share issue on May 23rd with press coverage anticipated to promote the

launch in a variety of national newspapers. These will be followed up with more intensive work

within the specialist music and venue industry press, and broadening the campaign to include

broadcast media, as well as an active online presence via the MVT’s long-established channels.

We will email all 8,000 donors to the covid-19 related fundraising MVT undertook during the

lockdown period to invite them to deepen their commitment to music venues.

We will be a featured presence at the Co-operatives UK Congress on June 18th where we hope to

garner some high-profile support from the wider Co-operative movement.



Financial Plans

Capital Requirement and sources

We are targeting a minimum of £2.5M in this initial capital raising campaign, with an optimum target

of £3.5M. Because of the nature of the business model, if the share offer were to be so successful

that we could accept more capital than the optimum, then we would bank that capital and move to

go beyond the initial 9 venues at a more advanced pace than we have estimated in this first phase.

The valuations of the properties have been arrived at by desktop valuations carried out by MJD

Hughes Ltd (who specialise in valuing pubs and other social spaces for the community-owned sector),

whilst some individual valuations were higher or lower than the landlord’s asking price, across the

portfolio of the venues the difference was negligible. We are not in position to disclose these

valuations for commercial reasons. Ultimately full surveys of the venues will be carried out before

purchasing, and if necessary, we will look to renegotiate the prices if necessary.

Planned sources of capital include:

● Community Share Capital - MVP plans to have an open community share offer.

● Loans – After the first phase involving community shares, grants and donations, MVP will

explore looking at finance from ethical lenders who are interested in the social impact of this

project. We are not planning to take on any loan finance that will require payments of above

3% APR.

● Grants - MVT employs Lucy Stone as a fundraising consultant as part of it’s team that has

helped raise over £3million for MVT over the past 4 years. In the past two years Lucy has

helped 412 GMVs raise over £70million in grant applications. MVP is already in discussions

with Arts Council England, DCMS, Creative Scotland and Creative Wales around bespoke

funding to support this project. We will also support MVP venues in writing grant

applications that will help finance the cost of renovations and repairs. In the past 4 years 179

GMVs have received such grants with MVT support.

● Donations - MVT has received over £4million via donations in the past 3 years. The music

industry has many high-net-worth organisations and individuals that are actively looking to

support projects of this scale.

We have had positive discussions with grant funders and remain optimistic that some of our target

will be provided by them, but at the time of this offer launching, nothing had been confirmed as yet.

In addition, MVP will be working with Local Councils to explore the possibilities of Community Asset

Transfers, where bringing in these properties to our portfolio on long term leases will bring in rent

income without the usual outgoings that attach to other acquisitions.



Projected Finances

Modelling the likely future developments of the business requires identifying key variable that might

change. In truth, the most important variable is the ease or otherwise with which this initial finance

raising campaign succeeds: if we demonstrate that there is an appetite to subscribe to capital to

enable us to grow our estate, we expect to have a steady stream of venues that will be suitable to be

transferred whose owners will contact us looking to begin discussions.

We have developed various financial models covering a variety of scenarios, including varying the

amount of loan and grants were are able to pull in to expand our portfolio. However, for this share

issue, we wanted to demonstrate what we predict would happen in the scenario where we achieve

our minimum target of £2.5M, our optimum target of £3.5M and our maximum target of £10M.

In the minimum scenario we have assumed purchasing 6 properties. It would be the decision of MVP

board to evaluate which properties would not be bought. The projections suggest MVP may need to

charge slightly higher rent to operators to remain viable but a similar profile to the base line model.

In the Maximum Profile this enables us to use the extra funds to purchase additional properties. In

our modelling with an average property on exact same basis as baseline, it enables MVP to buy 31

properties in total. The exact additional Purchases would be modelled and approved by the MVP

Board. The projection suggest that MVP will be able to keep additional reserves. Appropriate

additional costs are included to manage the greater number of properties.

Underpinning assumptions

Overheads – these include a small amount of staffing costs, expenses, accountancy/audit costs, & IT

Website. These are fixed through the period and we have included a small amount of inflation at 2%.

Any major costs such as refurbishment or improvement of properties would be brought forward to

the board as a self-funded project and thus not included in this proof of concept.

Tax - as we have exclusive charitable objects, we have not included corporation tax; we have applied

to HMRC for charity recognition.

Stamp Duty Land Tax - have modelled paying SDLT on all purchases, but this – and other acquisition

costs and fees - are all capitalised on the balance sheet, and group together under ‘Purchase of

freeholds’ in the cashflow.

VAT – we have not included a calculation on property VAT as details of the VAT status of prospective

venues are unknown at this stage. Should we buy any property subject to VAT, we would register for

VAT and reclaim that so the effect is likely to be short term on cash only for which there are sufficient

funds.

Depreciation - as we will be using the properties to achieve our charitable objects, we will depreciate

our estate on the basis of an 80/20 split between buildings and land, with buildings depreciating at

2% per year and land holding its value. This expense will reduce our annual surplus, but we still

project to make a surplus to enable the society to return capital to investors. As in reality, we expect

our estate value to increase, we will periodically review the value of each property every 3-5 years,



and the difference between the book value at that time and the revalued property will be added to

the revaluation reserve on our balance sheet.

Voids - we have estimated a void rate of around 3% per year which kicks in when we acquire 20

properties. We believe that the challenge facing the industry is finding venues, not finding operators

to use them. We believe our relationship with existing venues and our connectedness to the wider

sector means that we can manage end-of-tenancies to minimise voids.

Grants – these are capitalised to restricted reserves as they are solely for the purpose of purchasing

property and thus do not appear in the profit and loss sheets.

Rates - we have budgeted for not paying business rates as we will only be liable when the property is

empty, and as noted above, we anticipate a minimal period of non-occupancy across our estate.

Reserves Policy - we are seeking to build reserves to cover 6 months of our regular running costs.

These models show that it's still possible to pay 3% interest to investors from year 2, but in the first

two scenarios we would only be able to make 5% of total capital available for withdrawals from year

5, assuming we move to an open share issue where our 3% interest rate makes us a solid and safe

investment which would be attractive to people in and around the music industry. In the third model,

we are able to make capital repayments out of cash reserves due to our net positive value being

much stronger, in addition to proceeds from new share capital received from an open offer.

We have always considered Music Venue Properties a long-term project that wouldn't be limited to

one share offer, and we plan to explore raising capital through funding applications, donations,

ethical loans and future community share offers and have modelled various scenarios that reflect

these possibilities.

In reality, there are a host of possible outcomes, where we move to acquire more properties through

a variable mixture of equity, debt and grants. However, these alternatives will only progress on the

following basis:

1) Any debt finances will only be taken out where the cost of capital is the same as or better

than the community share issue, so the same 3% return will remain regardless so the

fundamental return aspirations for investors will be the same.

2) Any grant finance will only lessen the amount of capital being serviced, so there will be more

rental income servicing less capital, in which case the business’ finances are strengthened,

freeing up more cash to either increase the rate at which capital can be withdrawn, but

likelier to be used to build reserves.

All of these models show that if we can secure loan finance at the low and fixed rates we believe we

can, it is possible to continue to purchase venues and to make 10% of total community share

investment capital available five years after it is invested. If we can't attract loan finance at this level

it will try to raise finance solely through Community Shares. If we can't raise the required amount of



community shares, we will remodel at the higher interest rate and the proposed debt will be put to

the members before accepting.





















Risk Matrix

Risk Likelihood

(1-3)

Impact

(1-3)

Combine

d (1-9)

Mitigation

MVP is unable to

source venues to

purchase

1 3 3 There are over 900 venues in the MVA. Our surveys indicate that 93% of these venues

have a commercial landlord. Music Venue Trust was created to make a long-term systemic

change to GMVs to improve their resilience, their ability to invest, and their function as

hubs of creativity and community. The issue of ownership underlies almost every other

challenge that GMVs have faced during the last twenty years; gentrification, noise

complaints, under investment, poor economic model and an inability to plan for the

future. In the time MVT has existed only a small handful of venues have been able to raise

the capital to purchase their own venues, and post COVID bank requirements mean this is

unlikely to change. In short, the number of venues who would wish to have MVP as their

landlord far exceeds the number of venues we project our ability to purchase in all

projected financial scenarios.

Operators face

financial difficulties

and can no longer

afford to pay rent.

3 1 3 MVP and MVT will be working closely with the operators to ensure that they are taking

advantage of all the support that is available to them. We will be encouraging venues to

reincorporate as a not for profit entity to take advantage of tax incentives to make their

businesses more sustainable. MVP will be able to broker deals on behalf of venues that sit

within their portfolio to help bring down operating costs.

Operators cease

operating and

properties are void

3 1 3 MVT is the representative body of Music Venue Alliance, a group of over 900 GMVs. MVT

have previously used this extensive knowledge and contact base to help find replacement

operators for venues in the past. If an operator was to fail within the MVP venue portfolio,

then MVT are ultimately better placed than any other organisation to help find a

replacement.



Unexpected large

repair bills.

1 2 2 We’d expect to have the venues themselves be responsible for minor maintenance and

would look to secure grant funding wherever possible for the major repairs and

renovations that are necessary every few decades. If we are unable to secure this funding,

the responsibility would ultimately lie with the tenant venue, but MVP would help identify

finance options for the venue.

Failure to secure grant

finance to cover

purchases

2 2 4 MVT have an excellent track record so expect to be able to source grants, especially since

MVP is a charity, and the growing trend of operators to become non-profits. However, if

MVP are unable to secure grants (or donations of properties) to add to its estate, the

model still works, but time horizons for withdrawal would likely be lengthened.

Failure to cover grant

finance to cover major

repairs

2 2 4 MVT have an excellent track record so expect to be able to source grants, especially since

MVP is a charity, and the growing trend of operators to become non-profits. However, if

MVP are unable to secure grants to cover major repairs, the board would have a choice as

to whether the reserves could safely be used to fund repairs, or whether the lack of

visibility of a funding source would lead to the sale of the venue. As the venue being sold

would likely have an alternative use (eg residential) we would expect to recover our capital

outlay at least.

Society is not able to

secure charity status

1 2 2 We do not anticipate this because we have registered the society with what we believe are

exclusively charitable objects which have been chosen after advice from legal

professionals and which mirror the objects of MVT, which already has secured charitable

status. In the event of HMRC refusing to award this, then we would not need to charge

Depreciation on the Properties under FRS 102, as they are not held for a charitable status.

So whilst there would be corporation tax due, the depreciation charge would no longer be

needed.  As these two sums are similar the effect on the Profit and Loss account would

not be material.


